91 honda accord transmission

Really it's best to stick with the exact factory recommended transmission fluid. Honda has
stated that when ever you vary from the factory recommended transmission fluid never drive
the vehicle more then needed to get to a location where you can flush the fluid 3 times. This
also goes for other fluids in their vehicles so be extra careful bec you can cause damage to the
transmission if you use the wrong type of fluid. Best bet is not only to read your owners manual
but check with a dealership to find out if any changes have been made to the factory
recommended fluids. At least those cars are easy to change the transmission fluid and even
easier then a basic oil change bec there's no transmission filter to change. Note Honda
recommends that it's usually not required to change the filter and it's a dealership that should
replace it but it rarely occurs. Note if you've just bought a used vehicle and don't know when the
transmission fluid was changed last I highly recommend to change it unless the fluid is fairly
new. I'd suggest also to change the fuel filter, checking the air filter, look for any possible fluid
leaks,play in the engine mounts, check the front end, brakes, all fluids and belts etc. Hope that
helps and best of luck. By the way if you go do a search on ask. Two quarts is enough because
only part of the fluid can be drained at any time. The interval is not as important as the right
fluid. Dexron won't damage the transmission but it makes the shifting harsh. Never flush Honda
transmissions. Just to be sure you don't get a bad surprise in the future - use only Honda or
Honda-compatible fluid in the power steering. Using Dexron or standard power steering fluid
will destroy the seals. You can use Dexron without damage but the shifting will be rough as a
cob. Honda ATF-Z1 is well worth the extra cost. Redline ATF works well, too, but I think it is
even more expensive. Drain and fill the transmission every 30K miles or so, never flush a Honda
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